TF1200 with options
Example of an option solution: TF1200 Basic, 2500 liter internal preweight cement, enlarge hopper sides, High
pressure cleaner, 1x chemical pump,Router, Chute on outlet, 60KVA Generator, Trailer

TF1200 with options
Picture

Description

order

TF1200 Basic.
1200/800 liter
mixer.
10-16m3 concrete
pr. Hour.
Hopper 4,8m3
Ready to ad
cement internal
or external.
2000liter water
tank
On Container
frame with locks.
Ready to ad on
trailer.
Forklift tubes.
Ready to ad
options on.
Internal Cement
box. 800 liter
With preweight.
Ø219x3300
Cement screw.
On loadcells to
faster and more
precisely
mixertime.

Order no.
48034011

Internal Cement
box. 2500 liter
Ø219x3300
Cement screw.
And a cross screw

Order no.
4822xxxx

Order no.
48224001

TF1200 with options
Internal Cement
box. 2500 liter
with Preweight

Order no.
4822xxxx

Ø219x3300
Cement screw.
And across screw
On loadcells to
faster and more
precisely
mixertime.

Enlarge hopper
Order no.
sides.
48184105
3 m3 more in the
silo hopper.
With this the
total volume in
the hopper in
7,8m3
With this enlarge
shopper sides
there are enough
sand/stone for ca.
¾ hour
production.
3,5m foldable
conveyor belt on
a turnable. And
with chutes.
Attached to the
mixer outlet.

Order no.
45104900

1,5 meter chute
turnable and
attached to the
outlet mixer.

Order no.

TF1200 with options
Concrete pump

Order no.

Additive pump.
possibility for
installation of 1, 2
or 3 pumps.
High quality
pump 0,25kW for
additive liquid.
Installed on
TF1200 with
cabling and piping
and drivers to the
program.

Order no.
48325009

Additive pump.
possibility for
installation of 1, 2
or 3 pumps.
High quality
pump 0,25kW for
additive liquid.
Installed on
TF1200 with
cabling and piping
and drivers to the
program.
And with
Flowmeter

Order no.
4832xxxx

Vibrator set. Of
MVE 100/3 for
vibrating sand
and stone out of
hopper. 2 pcs.
motors
Installed on
TF1200with
cabling and
switch.

Order no.
xxxxxxxx

TF1200 with options
Router with wifi.
Possibility to get
online support with
Fibo-intercon. Teamview support.
Possible to control
the mixer from your
office.
Possible to ad Ipad
or remote control
on.
The new option
prepared for the
future.

Order no.

Winter package
Isolated hose with
el-tracing and
heating of chemical
and high-pressure
pumps

Order no.

Water Heater 7,5kW

Order no.

TF1200 with options
Generator 60KVA

Order no.

Generator 80KVA

Order no.

Trailer. To load
24tons. 3 axle.
With container keys.
Designed special to
load TF1200

Other options: remote control, Ipad control solution, water heater 7,5kW, external electrical control box, Frequency
control on mixer, Frequency control on screw, Soft starter,
Spare parts: se separate brochure.
Service Package: Se separate Brochure

